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USA TODAY review uncovers support for energy
loans

WASHINGTON – Republican members of Congress investigating federal loan

guarantees to now-bankrupt energy companies told Energy Secretary Steven Chu last

week that they never asked him to speed up similar projects in their states.
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But that's exactly what some did, according to a review of

484 congressional support letters obtained by USA

TODAY. Some letters, for example, urged quick approval

of a $2 billion loan guarantee for the American Centrifuge,

a uranium enrichment project projected to create

hundreds of jobs in states including Ohio, Pennsylvania

and Tennessee.

"It is imperative that this application move forward now,"

said a letter signed by five members of Congress,

including Rep. Joe Pitts, R-Pa.

"Any delays put the project at risk," said a letter to the

Office of Management and Budget signed by 15

members, including Rep. Scott DesJarlais, R-Tenn., and

Rep. Sue Myrick, R-N.C.

And even as late as Nov. 4, DesJarlais signed on to

another letter saying "quick action is paramount" and

asking for "immediate action on funding."

That was two months after the bankruptcy of solar panel

maker Solyndra despite a $535 million federal loan

guarantee. Solyndra's failure prompted Congress to hold

hearings about pressure by the White House to speed up

a decision on the loan guarantee so that Vice President

Biden could announce it.

At one hearing last Nov. 17, Chu testified that he had

received nearly 500 letters from members of Congress supporting the loan programs. "We

appreciate the support that the loan programs receive from many members of Congress

who have urged us to accelerate our efforts and to fund worthy projects in their states," he

told a House subcommittee.

But in a letter to Chu last week, 19 GOP members of Congress — including Pitts,

DesJarlais and Myrick — defended those letters, accusing Chu of "intentionally making

misguided and far-reaching statements to cover your own failures."

"These letters should in no way give you and your staff the belief that members are

specifically asking you to 'accelerate' taxpayer funds and push them out the door without

proper oversight," they wrote.

Rep. Marsha Blackburn, R-Tenn., crafted that letter. She said in an interview that the main

point was to request information about the decision-making process that led to the failed

loans. And while she did not send letters supporting loan guarantees, she also defended

members who did write Chu.

"He ought to go back and look at the dates on those letters," Blackburn said. If they were

sent before Sept. 6, 2011 — the date of Solyndra's bankruptcy — they "went on behalf of

a company in a member's district looking to receive fair consideration for available federal

funding."

A spokeswoman for Myrick noted the loan guarantee application she supported was

pending for three years and "it's not unreasonable to ask for a 'yes' or 'no'" after so long.

"That being said, the letter in no way asks that 'rapid consideration' be given at the

expense of taxpayer dollars or proper oversight by OMB," Myrick aide Taylor Stanford said

in an e-mail.

The 19 House Republicans, including six members of the House committee investigating

the loan guarantees, also said they no longer support the program and want the money

returned to the Treasury.

To DesJarlais, that includes the loan guarantee he once supported for USEC Inc., whose
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Energy Secretary Steven Chu testified that he

received letters from members of Congress

supporting loan programs.
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American Centrifuge project would create jobs in neighboring Oak Ridge, Tenn.

"Unfortunately, it has become painfully evident that DOE either cannot or will not properly

administer this loan guarantee program," he said in a statement. Though he still supports

the project, he now wants some "alternate funding mechanism."

Energy spokesman Damien LaVera said the letters didn't influence the administration.

"What these letters show is that until very recently there was a bipartisan commitment to

ensuring these clean energy loan programs are moving quickly," he said.

One critic of the loan guarantee program said members were trying to have it both ways.

"In the end you can't tell them 'Hurry up, hurry up' and then — when it blows up in Energy's

face — turn around and say, 'Why are you going so fast?' " said Steve Ellis of the

non-partisan Taxpayers for Common Sense. "If you've got the jockey whip in your hand,

it's hard to say you were pulling back on the reins."
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